
Great stability and 
perfect behaviour in 
fast current, thanks 
to the very compact 
body shape. Specifi-
cations which make 
it a winner in the fast 
flowing canals and 
in the rivers, where 
it can easily face any 
conditions with its 
wide range of sizes.

A classic allrounder for 
variable speed’s wa-
ters, like some canals 
and drains which can 
require a light control 
of the rig’s walk or a 
strong hold during the 
same fishing session. 
To this purpose, the 
long wire stem is a 
nice benefit, as it adds 
stability to the lot. 
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The Trabucco catalogue floats section is a wide-angle shot showing how our Company is deeply involved 
in every aspect of fishing. You can find Hi Tech floats for competition and very good quality floats for pas-
sionate anglers, and they can be used both in fresh and salt water. The assortment is also rich of floats 
that can be used in combination with a chemical light. You cannot do without them if you are fishing in salt 
water or in carp fisheries night competitions.

FLOATS

The slim teardrop 
shaped body, with low 
centre, suggests that 
it’s destined to still or 
slow moving waters, 
even if shaken by 
wind. The smaller sizes 
are perfect for shallow 
fishing, or for scratch-
ing the canal’s margin 
in those tough days.

An ultra-sensitive 
shape, with almost 
parallel body which has 
a short link to the stem 
and a longish one to 
antenna. This special 
“imbalance” has been 
programmed for difficult 
canal fishing, with roach 
and skimmer’s habit to 
lift the hookbait from 
bottom.  

A classic stillwater 
flask, with fibreglass 
antenna for an extraor-
dinary sensitivity. The 
total length says that it 
has been designed for 
medium-high depth 
fishing, where it can 
perfectly face any 
wind if the body is well 
submerged.
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GNT 1 GNT 2 GNT 3 GNT 4 GNT 5

Proudly made in Italy with high quality materials, the new range of GNT floats has been 
developed for the advanced match angler, with shapes, sizes, components and details 
widely tested through the personal experience of Maurizio Fedeli and Luigi Sorti. In the 
Italian scenario, the growing importance of Bream has matured a higher attention to the 

rig’s structure and, inevitably, to the float’s sensitivity as well. Such strong specialization has contaminated the commercial carp envi-
ronment, where the bad manners are rapidly disappearing for evident inferiority. These phenomena have inspired the design of the new 
series, up to characterize them one by one with a precise mark.
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Ultralight and compact, this float has been developed for tough fishing in shallow 
running waters, where maggot’s loosefeeding is the key to 
success. It works wonder with spread split shot rig, for the 
most natural presentation.

PLASTIC WIRE

GNT 6

A fantastic egg shape which doesn’t fear any difficult conditions and “does the job 
by itself”, as it doesn’t require that much control to be 
consistently efficient. On top of that, when the fish needs 
to be stimulated by gentle side traction, the float allows it very well.

PLASTIC CARBON

GNT 7

In the lakes and canals, its slim teardrop body and the remarkable stem’s length 
produce a certain stability, while the slim antenna makes 
it perfect when the conditions dictate to catch mix sized 
silver fish, with tiny hooks and very small bait.

FIBRE GLASS WIRE

GNT 9

Specific for bleak fishing and for margin scratch when small fish are the day’s tar-
get, it features a thin fibreglass antenna, which enhances 
the sensitivity. Low center of gravity and wire stem provide 
the necessary stability, specially in windy conditions.

FIBRE GLASS WIRE

GNT BLEAK

It’s perfect to target big fish with light rigs and thick lines, because the line gets 
through the body, always working in a straight row. 
Therefore, the metal ring absorbs the strike stress, while 
the inner rubber tube protects the body from cutting.

PLASTIC CARBON

GNT8 
INLINE

With its compact design, it is ideal for tough fishing in running and shallow waters. 
Thanks to the inline concept, it can be used with relatively 
thin mainlines, because the several up and down move-
ments in search of the perfect depth carry no risk of injury.

GNT PRO
INLINE

HOLLOW PLASTIC CARBON

PLASTIC WIREUniversal purpose float. Ideal in still and fast running waters. Excellent resistance 
to wind thanks to its perfect stability. With plastic fluo 
antenna and stainless steel long stem. Sizes from 0,50 up 
to 20,00 grams.

R - INOX

PLASTIC CARBONThis is certainly one of the most used float patterns in several competitions both 
on lakes or in running water. Works perfectly in windy 
conditions. Made with carbon stem and a high visibility 
plastic antenna.

R - CARBON

Classic slim body and long stem, with two interchangeable antennas to give it a 
double life: in the tough winter commercial 
lake fishing or to perform the delicate 
presentation that tricks bream and all the 
other silver fish during the regular season.

INTERCHANGEABLE PLASTIC CARBON

GNT DOUBLE

angeable antennas to give it a 
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TEAM
ITALY 8

This float is perfect to be 
used in running water, 
the stainless steel stem 
and fiber antenna give 
total stability. Can be 
used also in still water 
in strong wind condition 
or when is necessary to 
fish in deep water.

TEAM
ITALY 9

Competition floats made 
to be used when fishing 
for bream and crucian 
carp on the bottom. The 
unique shape of the 
body allows to detect 
even the most delicate 
bite. Carbon steam and 
fiber-glass antenna.

TEAM
ITALY 11

TEAM
ITALY 12

TEAM
ITALY 13

Competition floats 
dedicated to fishing 
for bream and crucian 
carp. Optimal shape for 
still or slow waters, is 
perfect be used when 
fishing with blood-
worm. Thin fiber-glass 
antenna and carbon 
stem.

Brand new series of high 
quality floats designed 
to meet the needs of 
the most demanding 
matchmen. Classic 
shape ideal for fishing in 
still or slow waters. Thin 
fiber-glass antenna and 
carbon stem.

Competition float that 
can stand different 
water speed conditions 
and wind. The glass 
fibre tip allows the use 
of light baits, such as 
bloodworms or caster, 
fitted with a long 
carbon stem for stabil-
ity. Particularly suited to 
bream or roach fishing, 
in big lakes where it’s 
often towing.
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SPINNAKER

Lollypop float, with a 
perfect round shape 
and edges, in order to 

allow a perfect hold in 
any kind of stream. 
This specific shape 
allows the angler 
to keep the float 
steady, no 
matter how 
strong the 
flow.

ORACLE

Brand new float made 
with balsa body, 
stainless steel inox 
stem and 
high visibility 
antenna. Ideal 
for slowing 
down the bait 
in medium 
strong flows.
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The slimmest flat float in the 
world performs brilliantly 
thanks to its narrow profile, 
which gets the minimum 
pressure from the water 
when it’s hold dead still. 
Beyond the slimness, the 
body perimeter is well 
sharpened to let water 
run smoothly along 
its sides. The result 
is a very stable, 
vibration free float 
which enables to 
use a 20-30% lighter 
rig compared to traditional flat 
floats
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SPADE

Flat float designed in con-
junction with the Ravanelli 
Team, with a balsa body 
and the antenna positioned 
parallel to the stem. Suited 
to medium running water to 
slightly holding back, while 
the lower sizes are 
perfect for fishing 
“blocked” in towing 
or slowing waters.
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SUPREME SAIL
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SUPREME PENCIL

Float designed for fishing in still waters or slow running, for delicate biting such as 
roach, carassio or bream. Featuring plastic hollow 
tip and carbon stem. It can be also used with suc-
cess for winter fishing in carp fisheries.

HOLLOW CARBON

A great classic of Italian tradition, made extremely versatile thanks to the inter-
changeable antenna, which fits into a rubber tube for water-
proofness and perfect holding. Rigged to telescopic 
whips it’s absolutely pleasant to fish with.

SUPREME F1

INTERCHANGEABLE PLASTIC CARBON

SUPREME 7

Float made to be used with bolognese or even better the long pole in running water. 
On the lighter sizes is used from competition angler when fish-
ing on the surface or at mid depth.

PLASTIC CARBON

SUPREME 10

High tech inline competition float. It can be used at best both in fast flowing stream 
and in still water in windy days. Featuring plastic tip 
and carbon stem.

PLASTIC CARBON
INLINE

SUPREME 11

High tech competition float. It can be used at best both in fast flowing stream 
and in still water in windy days. Featuring plastic 
antenna and carbon stem.

PLASTIC CARBON

HOLLOW CARBON
INLINE

In line float specially designed for heavy rigs building, both 
in calm and flowing waters. Featuring hollow high 
visibility tips and carbon stem.

SUPREME BOLO

Its universal shape has always been popular both in fresh and saltwater, and 
now is updated by the Inline concept. The line gets 
into the metal eye, then through the body, thanks to 
the fine rubber tube. In such way, the float survives extreme traction.

SUPREME LAKE

PLASTIC CARBON
INLINE

altwater, and

Expressly born for the Bolognese fishing, it has a shape which clearly 
says that it has been designed for still waters, either fresh 
or salt it doesn’t matter. The long, hollow antenna allows to 
use heavy hookbaits.

SUPREME BOLO SLIM

HOLLOW PLASTIC FIBRE GLASSy

HOLLOW PLASTIC FIBRE GLASSWith its large shoulders, it’s perfect to hold back in any current, thus being the 
ideal partner for river Bolognese angler. In case of extreme 
traction, which is the case of carp and barbel fishing, the 
inline concept is a real advantage.

SUPREME BOLO FIUME
INLINE

thus being the

Series designed by the Team Ravanelli champions to compete in Pisa (river Arno) 
and everywhere you need an heavy duty float. In line 
model with plastic tip and carbon stem.

PLASTIC FIBER GLASS
INLINE

SUPREME PISA

 Pisa (river Arno) 

HOLLOW CARBON
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HT1 1 2 3 4HT2

CARP BLUE
A new generation of unbreakable pole floats, mainly destined 
to commercial lakes (carpodrome) as they can bear extreme 
pressure as well as any accidental shock. Their body is made 
from EVA (Ethilene Vinyl Acetate), an artificial material with a 
sponge-like structure which line can’t cut. Having no metal eye, 
the rig line is completely straight, thus free from any damage.
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REVERSIBLE

BODY

RACE CARP
In the commercial fishing (carpodrome) the float must bear any sort of stress and shock, 
with line tending to cut the body during extreme traction. That’s why Trabucco develo-
ped these in-line floats for such matches.
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INLINE INLINE INLINE INLINE INLINE INLINE

REVERSIBLE
BODY

REVERSIBLE
BODY

REVERSIBLE
BODY

REVERSIBLE
BODY

With line running through the body and a hollow antenna glued on top of fiberglass 
stem, this float is virtually indestructible. Ideal for the commer-
cial carp pole fishing, it’s quite visible because the transparent 
antenna gets advantage from full sunlight.

SUPREME CARP 1
INLINE

PLASTIC FIBRE GLASSp of fiberglass 

It does the best when main requirements are extreme strength, high visibility and 
hollow antenna. The inline system protects the mainline in case 
of extreme stress, not only in the commercial lakes, but every-
where you can meet carp, clarius, barbel and mullet.

GNT CARP

HOLLOW PLASTIC CARBON
INLINE

y

A brilliant pole float for running waters, it’s worth a try even when the long line ena-
bles to catch some more fish towards the end of the match, as 
it cocks quickly and shows a natural stability. The inline system 
extends body’s and mainline’s lives at the same time.

GNT CHUB

HOLLOW PLASTIC CARBON
INLINE

Ideal for commercial lake’s fishing, even in winter, where it displays excellent 
resistance and high sensitivity. The large ring applied to the 
antenna’s base cancels the strike’s stress on such delicate area, 
while easing the movement along mainline.

GNT MARGIN

HOLLOW PLASTIC CARBON

Developed for pole carp fishing, has the line which runs through the body, plus an 
hollow antenna that can hold heavy hookbaits, glued on top of the 
fibreglass stem for extreme strength. Reversed pear shape body 
to ease the hookbait draw.

SUPREME CARP 2
INLINE

PLASTIC FIBRE GLASSy, p
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SUPREME 2

Inner line float for running water fishing. Strong stainless steel stem and the new 
construction system. High visibility hollow 
antenna with an inner transparent fibre glass 
reinforcement.

HOLLOW WIRE
INLINE

SUPREME 3

Long tear drop shape perfect for still water and canal, lake and carp fisheries. 
Carbon stem and high visibility hollow antenna 
size 1,2 and 1,5 mm.

HOLLOW CARBON
al, lake and carp fisheries. 

SUPREME 4

Olive shape body very stable, perfect for still water and canal, lake and carp fisher-
ies. Carbon stem and hollow tubular antenna 
size 1,2 and 1,5 mm.

HOLLOW CARBON
canal, lake and carp fisher-

SUPREME 5

Very stable float perfect for fishing in running water or in windy conditions. Fitted 
with carbon stem and hollow tubular antenna 
size 1,2 and 1,5 mm.

HOLLOW CARBON
or in windy conditions. Fitted

HOLLOW CARBON

DREAM TEAM 5

Competition float for versatile use with long carbon stem and plastic antenna with 
high visibility. It adapts to almost all fishing styles 
in still water even with moderate flow.

PLASTIC CARBON

DREAM TEAM 4

Competition float made by a top quality balsa wood with a carbon stem and high 
visibility fluorescent plastic antenna. Very stable 
is good for fishing in low and medium running 
flows even in a wind condition.

PLASTIC CARBON

DREAM TEAM 13

Competition float made by a top quality balsa wood with a stainless steel stem 
and long high visibility fluorescent fibre glass 
antenna. Very stable this float is perfect for fish-
ing in still and slow running water.

PLASTIC WIRE

DREAM TEAM 2

Competition float made by a top quality balsa wood with a carbon stem and long 
fluorescent fibre glass antenna. Very sensitive 
but very stable is good in a wind condition with 
the long poles.

FIBRE GLASS CARBON
with a carbon stem and long 

DREAM TEAM 10

Competition float made by a top quality balsa wood with a stainless steel stem 
and long high visibility fluorescent fibre glass 
antenna. This float is perfect for fishing in still 
water and moderate streams.

FIBRE GLASS WIRE
with a stainless steel stem 
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T - 2  

Classic “Tesse” 
shaped float, 
suitable for all the 
fishing situations 
both in rivers and 
in the lake due 
to its high water 
penetration. Ideal 
for bleak fishing. 
Short plastic 
antenna and stain-
less steel stems.

C  1  

Balsa elongated 
shape float with 
collar, plastic 
antenna and short 
stainless steel 
stem. It’s the best 
choice for bleak 
fishing and small 
fish in general.

I 2 

Quill classic 
float for lake 
and medium 
running waters 
with extraordinary 
sensitivity. Plastic 
antenna and short 
stainless steel 
complete the 
equipment of this 
float.

RACE 1

In line float with 
a classic upside 
down pear shaped 
body. Hollow 
antenna in the last 
section to ensure 
maximum visibility 
and strength. 
Ideal for 
bolognese.

RACE 2

In line float with a 
rugby ball shaped 
body. Hollow 
antenna in the 
last section to 
ensure maximum 
visibility and 
strength. Ideal for 
Bolognese and 
long-pole.

RACE 3

In line float with an 
elongated rugby 
ball shaped body. 
Hollow antenna in 
the last section to 
ensure maximum 
visibility and 
strength. Excel-
lent for fishing in 
still or slow run-
ning waters.
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Float for still water ideal 
in strong wind. The new 
construction system has a 
one part carbon stem with 
hollow antenna and the 
line ring mounted directly 
on the carbon stem for 
extra strength.

Float made to be used 
in canal and in the lake. 
Carbon stem and hollow 
plastic antenna make it 
ideal for carp with heavy 
bait. Is very stable even in 
presence of strong wind. 
Excellent visibility.

Float extremely robust 
for use in still water or 
slightly currents. Great in 
all seasons with corn and  
pellet. Equipped with fiber 
stem and hollow plastic 
antenna, which increases 
their visibility with the 
sunlight.

A perfect float made 
for still water and lake. 
The new construction 
system has a one part 
carbon stem with hollow 
antenna and the line ring 
mounted directly on the 
carbon stem for extra 
strength.

A perfect float ideal for 
quarries or lakes, with 
long carbon stem and 
hollow high visibility cy-
lindrical plastic antenna. 
Particularly suitable in 
conditions of instability 
and strong wind.
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ATOMICAVATAR CROWN CONDOR

Float with fibre stem 
featuring starlight holding 
tube for antenna of 
2.2 mm. Tapered body 
towards the antenna. 
Ideal for fishing in calm 
waters or under windy 
conditions.

Float with fibre stem, 
starlight holding tube 
for mm. 2.2 antenna 
featuring a balsa tapered 
body. Ideal for fishing in 
still waters.

Upside down pear 
shaped in line float. 
Fiber stem and provided 
with a starlight fitting for 
3.0mm antenna. Great 
for both freshwater 
and sea, it can be well 
employed also for lakes 
during the night.  

Round shaped in-line 
float, with fiber stem 
and provided with a 
starlight fitting for 
3.0mm antenna. Great 
allrounder for stillwa-
ters, fisheries and slow 
running waters. 
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SENSOR

Great allrounder for 
stillwaters, fisher-
ies both for fishing 
shallow or in the 
margins with big baits. 
Round shaped, in-line 
construction, glass 
stem and provided with 
a starlight fitting for 
3.0mm antenna.
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NADIR

Great allrounder for the bolo and the telepole. The 3mm high visibilty multicolor 
antenna can be easily replaced with a chemical 
light. The line through the body and the built-in 
eyelet provide a good strength. 

MULTICOLOR 3 MM FIBREGLASS
mm high visibilty multicolor

MULTICOLOR 3 MM FIBREGLASS

GLOBAL

Carrot shaped float which provide great stability for the bolo or telepole, particularly 
suited to sea fishing. The in-line body and the 
built-in eyelet provide good strength. The 3mm 
high visibilty multicolor antenna can be replaced with a 
chemical light. 

the bolo or telepole, particularly 

h

MULTICOLOR 3 MM FIBREGLASS

LAKE STAR

High visibility multicolor antenna, very sensitive with spring ring. Comes with 
fiberglass stem, good for use with telescopic whips 
in still water or moderate flows.

p g gg
MULTICOLOR 2 MM FIBREGLASS

LIBRA

“Upside down” drop shaped float with upper part varnished in fluo colour 
for a better visibility. Fitted with 3.0 mm. antenna 
replaceable with starlight. Long fibre stem. Ideal 
for flowing water.

rnished in fluo colourlu
MEDIUM 3 MM FIBREGLASS

INLINE INLINE INLINE

INLINE

INLINE
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STRIKE STAR RED STAR ORANGE STAR BLU STAR SILVER STAR

In line float for sea 
fishing, Strike has a 
spherical body, fiber 
stem and provided 
with a starlight 
fitting for 3.0mm 
antenna.

Upside down pear 
shaped in line float. 
Fiber stem and pro-
vided with a starlight 
fitting for 3.0mm 
antenna. Great for 
both freshwater and 
sea.

In line float with fiber 
stem and provided with 
a starlight fitting for 
3.0mm antenna. Great 
for both freshwater 
and sea.

A perfect float deve-
loped for Bolognese 
style. Provided with 
starlight fitting for 
mm.3.0 antenna 
and fibreglass stem. 
Excellent stability in 
water.

Drop float with fiber 
stem and 3.0mm star-
light holding plastic an-
tenna. Ideal for flowing 
waters is made to be 
used with Bolognese 
or telescopic whips.
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GOLD STAR GREEN STAR URANS SOMO ECSTASY

Float with fiber stem 
and high visibility plas-
tic antenna. Provided 
with starlight fitting 
3.0 mm antenna. 
Ideal for fishing in the 
ponds or in medium 
flowing rivers.

Multipurpose float 
with fiber stem and 
high visibility plastic 
antenna. Provided 
with starlight fitting 
for mm.3.0 antenna. 
Ideal for all fishing 
conditions.

Classic upside down 
pear shape with 
interchangeable 3mm 
plastic antenna, fitted 
on a plastic bush 
with built-in eyelet to 
increase strength and 
long fiber stem for 
extra stability. Excel-
lent for slow running 
waters. 

Great allrounder for the 
bolo or the tele pole. 
Drop shaped body and 
3mm plastic antenna 
fitted on a plastic 
bush with built-in 
eyelet to increase 
strength. The antenna 
can be easily replaced 
by a chemical light.  

Long shaped body, 
perfect for fishing in 
stillwaters such as lakes 
or canals, both with 
bolo and the pole. The 
3mm plastic antenna 
fitted on a plastic bush 
with built-in eyelet to 
increase strength. 
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PHANTOMMAXALL REBEL VORTEX

Inline drop shaped 
float, fiber stem and 
4,5mm starlight 
holder. Ideal for 
fishing at sea or in 
streaming waters.

“Upside down” drop 
shaped In line float, 
fiber stem and 4,5mm 
starlight holder. This 
float is the ideal for 
fishing anywhere. 
Body section in 
fluorescent colour.

Classic upside down 
pear shape with 4.5mm 
plastic antenna re-
placeable with starlight 
and long fiber stem. 
Excellent in running 
flows but also at sea.

“Upside down” round 
shaped float with upper 
part varnished in fluo 
colour for a better vis-
ibility. Fitted with mm. 
4.5 antenna replaceable 
with starlight. Long fibre 
stem. Ideal for flowing 
water.
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BREEZE

Tapered float for an 
excellent sensitivity 
combined with good 
stability even in windy 
conditions. It has the 
upper body painted 
fluorescent for better 
visibility, Fitted with 
mm. 4.5 antenna 
replaceable with 
starlight. Suitable for 
still or slow waters.

“Upside down” tear 
drop float. Fibreglass 
stem and starlight 
holding plastic 
antenna.

Tear drop shape float 
with fibre stem and 
starlight holding plastic 
antenna. Ideal for flow-
ing waters.

Drop shaped float 
with mm. 4.5 plastic 
antenna, replace-
able with starlight, 
long fibre stem. For 
Bolognese style fish-
ing in streaming and 
moving waters.

Float with starlight 
plastic holder and 
fibre stem. Excellent 
stability in water. 
Extraordinary for 
bolognese style fish-
ing and good also 
for sea.

Long shaped float. The 
upper part of the body 
is fluo painted, to give a 
better visibility. Starlight 
holder of 4,5mm and 
fiberglass stem. Recom-
mended both for fresh 
and sea water fishing.

ALTAIR PRO PHOENIX PRO SMASHPRINCE DISCOVERY
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MARINER MERCURY MAREA ONDA ICARUS

Inline classic upside down 
pear shaped  float with 
4.5mm multicolour plastic 
antenna replaceable with 
starlight and long fiber 
stem. Very suitable in 
the presence of wind or 
waves.

Inline round body shaped 
float, designed for fish-
ing in strong currents 
or windy conditions, 
ideal for docks and 
canals. Multicolor high 
visibility antenna that 
can be replaced with 
4.5mm chemical light 
or contain within itself 
the 3mm.

Ideally suited for 
fishing in presence of 
wind, waves or tow. 
Inline classic upside 
down pear shaped  
float with 4.5mm 
multicolour plastic 
antenna replaceable 
with chemical light and 
long fiber stem.

Inline shaped float ideal 
for fishing in current, 
ideal for docks and 
canals. multicolor high 
visibility antenna that 
can be replaced with 
4.5mm starlight or 
contain within itself 
the 3mm.

Classic upside down 
pear shape with 
interchangeable 4.5mm 
plastic antenna, fitted 
on a plastic bush with 
built-in eyelet to increase 
strength and long fiber 
stem for extra stability. 
Excellent for bolo in 
strong current. 
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SPECTOR

Slider float with a round shaped body, line trough the body with tube 
and rivet. Glass stem with metal foot. 
Multicolor high visibility antenna that can 
be replaced with 4.5mm starlight or contain within itself the 3mm.

ough the body with tube 

within itself the 3mm.

SLIDER
MULTICOLOR 4.5 MM FIBREGLASS

NAVY

Slider float with a drop shaped body, line trough the body with tube 
and rivet. Glass stem with metal foot. 
Multicolor high visibility antenna that can 
be replaced with 4.5mm starlight or contain within itself the 3mm.

MULTICOLOR 4.5 MM FIBREGLASSugh the body with tube 

within itself the 3mm

U CO O 5 G SS

SHUTTLE

Sliding drop shaped float. Hollow stainless steel stem and
mm. 4.5 antenna replaceable with
starlight. Ideal for fishing in rough water 
both at sea and in lakes.

MULTICOLOR 4.5 MM INOX TUBEteel stem and MULTICOLOR 4.5 MM

STARFIRE

Sliding float and hollow stainless steel stem and mm. 4.5 antenna replace-
able with starlight. Extremely stable, it is excellent for fishing on 
deep water. Ideal for fishing at sea and in 
freshwater.

MULTICOLOR 4.5 MM INOX TUBEp
ellent for fishing on

SLIDER

SLIDER

SLIDER

INLINE INLINE INLINE INLINE
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GALAXYUNIX SUN TORK LYNX

Classic upside 
down pear shape 
with interchange-
able 4.5mm plastic 
antenna, fitted on 
a plastic bush with 
built-in eyelet to 
increase strength 
and long fiber stem 
for extra stability. 
Excellent for slow 
running waters. 

Great allrounder for 
the bolo or the tele 
pole. Drop shaped 
body and 4.5mm 
plastic antenna fitted 
on a plastic bush 
with built-in eyelet 
to increase strength. 
The antenna can be 
easily replaced by a 
chemical light.

Long shaped body, 
perfect for fishing in 
stillwaters such as lakes 
or canals, both with 
bolo and the pole. The 
4.5mm plastic antenna 
fitted on a plastic bush 
with built-in eyelet to 
increase strength. 

Great allrounder for 
the bolo or the tele 
pole. Upside down 
pear shaped body 
and 4.5mm plastic 
antenna fitted on 
a plastic bush with 
built-in eyelet to 
increase strength. 
The antenna can be 
easily replaced by a 
chemical light.

Featuring a long fibre 
stem, a mm. 3 antenna 
replaceable with star-
light and thanks to its 
particular drop shape, 
this float is the ideal for 
fishing anywhere. Body 
section in fluorescent 
colour.

A floats selection purpose studied for satisfying varied 
demands of fishing, both in sea and in fresh waters. All 
the floats are made by hand with particular very resistant 
balsa wood. Manufactured in blister pack they distinguish 
for a good quality/price ratio.

ADVANCED RX SERIES
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WINNER
SP 201

WINNER
SP 202

WINNER
SP 203

WINNER
SP 204

WINNER
SP 205

WINNER
SP 206

Long shaped float 
suitable for fishing 
in still or slightly 
running waters. 
Multicolour hollow 
antenna, for a 
perfect visibility in 
every conditions 
and long carbon 
stem to increase 
stability. Perfect for 
sea fishing.

Long drop shaped 
float, particularly 
suitable for still 
waters or sea in 
windy conditions. 
Multicolour hollow 
antenna, to in-
crease visibility and 
long carbon stem 
for the maximum 
stability.

Long drop shaped 
float suitable for 
fishing in still wa-
ters. The stainless 
steel stem delivers 
a great stability in 
windy days. High 
visibility plastic 
antenna.

Upside down drop 
shaped float, 
perfect for flowing 
waters and sea 
fishing. Long 
multicolour hollow 
antenna, for a 
perfect visibility in 
every condition and 
long carbon stem 
to increase stability. 
Highly sensitive.

Suitable for fishing 
in canals or lakes 
to bream, crucian 
and gardons, 
when sensitivity is 
required. Carbon 
stem and high 
visibility plastic 
antenna.

Long shaped float 
for the maximum 
sensitivity fishing 
into lakes or still 
waters generally. 
Perfect for bream 
and gardon. 
Carbon stem & 
antenna. 

WINNER 3 WINNER 2 WINNER 1 

Light waggler 
entirely made 
by balsa wood, 
suitable for short 
distance fishing 
or telepole. It 
features a highly 
buoyant antenna, 
for fishing with big 
baits or in slow 
running waters. 
It can be used as 
a standard floats 
with the addiction 
of a silicon tube 
on the top.

Allround float 
with an upside 
down tear shaped 
body and balsa 
antenna. Carbon 
stem, suitable 
for running 
waters or sea 
fishing.

Allround float 
with a buoyant 
balsa antenna, 
highly visible in 
every conditions. 
The carbon stem 
ensure a good 
stability, suitable 
for fishing in 
lakes or slow 
running waters.

Short pencil 
shaped float 
suitable for 
lake fishing in 
particular to 
trout and other 
predators. Very 
strong and 
visible, it can be 
used for bolo or 
telepole fishing 
as well. Balsa 
antenna and 
inox stem.

WINNER
HV 115

Highly sensitive and 
stable this float fea-
tures a pencil shaped 
body with a buoyant 
balsa antenna and 
carbon stem. 

WINNER
HV 114

Pencil shaped float, 
tapered on top, 
suitable for fishing in 
lakes and in particu-
lar for trout fishing. 
It features a buoyant 
balsa antenna and 
carbon stem. 

WINNER
HV 113
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ANTENNE XD

The top aluminium bush is 
designed to accommodate 
three different diameters 
antennas, for the maxi-
mum customization. 

XD CARBON MATCH 

Hi-Tech waggler with adjustable weight, fitted with a carbon hollow tube instead of the 
traditional peacock quill. This solutions allows to significantly increase the sensitivity and 
the stability, thanks to the lower frictions. Therefore ideal for large lakes and canals, where 
wind and tow may be a problem. Suited for bottom fishing, in particular for bream to detect with ease lift-up bites.

XD WING

Bodied waggler with a straight peacock quill, pro-
vided with wings to stabilize the float during the 
cast. The ogival balsa body features an adjusta-
ble free corrosion brass weight. It has shotting capacity from 0 up to 5 grs. Supplied with two interchangeable tips of 3,5mm plus a side 7mm hollow tip for extreme distances.

XD MATCH 

Bodied waggler with a straight peacock quill. The drop shaped balsa 
body features an adjustable free corrosion brass weight. It has shot-
ting capacity from 0 up to 5grs. Supplied with two interchangeable 
tips of 3,5mm plus a 5mm., suitable for slider fishing.

XD CARBON BREME

Waggler float fitted with a carbon hollow tube instead of the traditional peacock quill, adjustable weights. 
Designed in conjunction with Gianuigi Sorti and the Ravanelli Team, the result is an extremely stable and 
sensitive waggler, particularly suited for bream fishing both fixed or slider. Supplied with an low diameter 
antenna and the high visibility PVC tube for the more delicate bites. 

XD CANAL 

Classic bodied waggler for short and medium distance, featuring an adjustable free corrosion brass 
weight. It has shotting capacity from 0 up to 3 grs. The short quill makes it perfect for shallow fishing or 
canal fishing.
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XD OSTELLATO

New waggler equipped with polycarbonate stem 
that is much lighter and resistant than the pe-
acock quill. Therefore, it is straight and precise 
during cast. It can be used in all situation thanks to its features to adjust the shotting capacity from 0 to up 5grs. and can fit the 3mm insert.

XD BREME

Classic bodied waggler for short and medium distance. The interchangeable an-
tenna allows the angler to select the color that best suits the environmental condi-

tions. Loaded in brass, fitted with adjustable small discs enables different weights 
to be used on the line. Is perfect when fishing for bream, crucian carp and carp.

XD ULTIMATE

The Ultimate is assembled with polycarbonate 
stem much lighter and resistant than peacock 
quill. Born for competitions is deadly in running 
flows and in the sea. The shotting capacity from 0 to up 5grs is adjustable while the antenna is painted with high visibility paint.

XD MAGIC

XD Magic is a true allrounder bodied waggler, featuring a long antenna for maximum stability during flight 
and once settled into the water. The antenna is made by a polycarbonate tube, totally no deformable 
material. The adjustable brass weight allows the adjustment from 0 up to 5g on the line. 

Specially developed to provide the maximum sensitivity for long range bream 
fishing, this waggler is supplied with two interchangeable antennas, fitted on 
a thin carbon stem: a hollow, large one and a tubular plastic slim version. The 
quill is made from tubular polycarbonate for lightness, strength and durability, while the 
brass weight has several removable disks to quickly adapt the shotting weight to fishing 
conditions.

XD PRO BREME

is made from tubular polycarbonate for lightness, strength and durability, while thequill is
weight has several removable disks to quickly adapt the shotting weight to fishingbrass w
ons.conditio
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MONSTER AGUGLIA

Short shaped waggler suitable for sea fishing and shallow fishing in lakes. 
Made by balsa, it features a fixed brass weight with an interchangeable 4,5mm 
plastic antenna. 

RAINBOW MATCH

The most visible waggler, combines exceptional sensitiveness and stability to an excellent 
bite detection. Balsa tapered body and multicolour tube antenna. A great allrounder waggler, 
perfectly suited to most conditions.

CRISTAL

Waggler made in polycarbonate that is heat-resistant, even after many hours under the 
sun rays. Supplied with a 4,5mm bush can be use with a chemical light. Suggested for sea 
fishing or lake fishing at medium distance. The crystal transparent body doesn’t make any 
shadow in the water.

DIAMOND STARLIGHT

Straight Insert float made of transparent high quality polycarbonate, resistant to shock and heat. Fitted with a 
3 or 4.5mm antenna according to the sizes. It can be shotted with 1g down the line and the antenna can be 
interchanged with a chemical light.  

NEW MATCH

Waggler designed for canal and commercial lakes fishing, shallow waters where the rig’s shotting is normally 
minimal and even limited to hooklink’s swivel only. The capacity of two grams, constant on all sizes, makes it 
interchangeable without need to make sensible shotting modification every time that different distance is being 
targeted. Strong polyurethane body and tubular, clear antenna. Brass lead with incorporated rolling swivel.

GHOST MATCH

Ghost Match 30

Ghost Match 45

Waggler floats made with polycarbonate stem and totally waterproof polyurethane body, 
extremely resistant to heat and shock. Both models are fitted with removable weights, to 
allow the fine adjustment of the weight depending on conditions. In the model 45 is possible 

to replace the antenna with a 4.5mm chemical light, while for the model 30 is possible to 
use a 3mm one. Deadly both in fresh or salt water. 

GHOST MATCH 30 GHOST MATCH 45
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MARKER AGGRESSOR

ANGLER PRO ANGLER PLUS

Slider MackrellSea Bream Night

Float series produced in transparent epoxy 
material. The top ends are painted with fluo-
rescent coat for high visibility. Available in 
different configurations, they lend themsel-
ves to various fishing situations, including 
long distance. Excellent for fishing at sea 
and in fresh water and even in very 
deep water. Ideal for fishing with live 
baits. Excellent value for money.

Series of 4 models of floats conceived for and aimed at the hobby angler. Designed to solve 
and satisfy all strength and visibility requirements. The first two models are excellent for carp 
and eel fishing and are available in 10g size, while the other two are fantastic for perch and 
trout. The Perch Pro-Angler is available in 3g to 5g sizes and the one for trout in 2g and 3g. 
Unbeatable value for money.

Series of floats conceived for and aimed at 
the hobby angler. Designed to solve and 
satisfy all strength and visibility require-
ments. Suitable for many different kinds 
of fishing situations. Unbeatable value for 
money.

Persico

Anguilla

Trota

Carpa

AGGRESSOR W/S

AGGRESSOR
CATCHER

PIKE

WINNER SP 208

Light waggler with a long carbon antenna plus a high visibility top, super sensitive and stable also in windy 
conditions. Particularly suitable for fishing at short distances for breme, gardon and carassio.

MARKER TROLLER

Float designed for trolling with 
live or dead baits. The shaped 
tube is used to adjust the fi-
shing depth , avoiding that it 
does not slip down towards 
the bait when trolling or retri-
eved. The Red fluo painted tip 
guarantees an excellent visibi-
lity in every conditions.
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